Bryant’s Ned Bohan (5’9”) shoots (and hits) over R.I.C.’s 6’10” Carlo DeTommaso (53) in last Friday’s victory at the Providence Civic Center.

The Dorm Village recently crystalized by a snow storm.
Heating Up, Cooling Down

Dear Editor,

It appears quite clear to this student that the Bryant maintenance workers tend to ignore the conditions of the classrooms. The acknowledged truth is that the intense interior temperatures cause undesirable results for all students. The current system of student houses and educational institutions were lowered six degrees, to 68, in an effort to save heating oil in a time of a national energy crisis. The present trend of marked improvements in salvaging our lacking supplies, have been upstaged by the "role" played by the designated maintenance staff.

A Bryant dormitory student must question the reason for his or her room existing in a chilly state. For what sensible explanation could be claimed by those neglecting their duties, concerning the confines of rooms as well as the classrooms of the Unistucture. I personally feel unduly inconveniences while attending classes and living at the College.

A potential capacity of 45 student residents in each hall tends to class undoubtedly detracts from the learning process. I am bewildered that students are ridiculously overburdened with the addition of the "heat wave" as they sweat through the 50 minute session. The often-board and unappreciated existence of a malfunctioning air-conditioning system is thought of by many as inadequate.

A realistic compromise, though a smile unanswering might be to appropriately subtract a few degrees from the classrooms and add those to the cold dorms, thus satisfying all parties at the same time.

I believe that the above unfortunate circumstances can easily be resolved by our capable maintenance department. The procedure of either direct action or an answer initiated by arbitration, with assistance from the administration and faculty, could act as one possible suggestion. Excuses are inappropriate with saying one fails to achieve.

I welcome and urge any responsible student to reply through their representatives regarding this to the letter to the editor; hopefully in the near future.

Boiling Over, Lawrence B. Selvin

Rules Shouldn't Be Broken

Dear Editor,

Last Tuesday, a meeting was held between the candidates and the Executive Council of the Senate. At this meeting, we went over the election rules (including dates and times). The time for speeches was set at Thursday, February 21, at noon. It was agreed upon that any candidate who wishes to be in the Rotunda at 12 noon to present their speeches. The candidates were told to report to the Rotunda at 11:30.

At 12 noon, on Thursday, February 21, the candidates began giving their speeches (all except Fred Leonhard, who was in his room). Someone had to be sent to Fred’s room to get him over to the Rotunda.

FRANKLY SPEAKING

by Phil Frank

I'd LIKE TO INTRODUCE MR. WICKES OF THE COMMITTEE ON TEACHING QUALITY

AA, N.K. CAO, KEB
Students wishing to combine aspects of a practical vocational education and liberal arts, pre-professional one may find just the thing they're looking for at the Bryant University Evening Division, Wilmingt on, College, William, Ontario.

The college has, for the past two years, been working on sharpening its innovative plan of individualized education (IEP). This plan allows the students to generally develop their own course of study, with a team of instructors assigned to them. It also students to use all the resources of the college, including faculty and laboratories to develop their own programs and to reach their own goals.

"The IEP program at Wilming ton really attracted me. Instead of devoting years to required liberal arts courses, I can select courses from a variety of programs to prepare for a vocation," one student said.

Another, a junior states: "The program has opened up my eyes to greater opportunities ."

Willington College spokesmen point out that under IEP regulations, students aren't restricted from taking courses aren't being dropped. Rather, they become part of each student's total educational program. It's up to the student with a team of advisors to relate to the student's life goals.

Under the Wilmington plan, each student, after the freshman year, is given an opportunity to study with a planning team consisting of an independent advisor. The planning team meets when the student and members of the faculty and, as appropriate, representatives of the larger community, such as alumni and professionals in various career fields.

In addition, students have access to career counseling by being able to discuss their aptitudes and interests and to match them to the changing needs of the world. They may choose a change of direction if determined by the planning team. The intent of the entire program is to develop the student's COMPETENCE, and PRACTICALITY with IMAGINATION.

In the upcoming election there will be a referendum question to poll the student body about the possibility of offering more operating funds for the Student Senate. To meet a financial crisis, the Senate comes up with alternative methods for soliciting money; but because of a clause in the Student-Administration Allocation Agreement, we are prevented from using any of these alternatives. This clause states that an additional allocation can only be given if 20 percent of the student body votes. Of this 20 percent, a majority must approve the additional allocation. The clause further states that this assessment should not exceed 5 percent above the existing allocation. However, it does not say it cannot.

What this means in dollars and cents is this: the Student Senate is presently given $5.15 per student per semester or $10.30 per student per year. This total comes to roughly $24,000.

With this money the Senate is expected to fund Freshmen Orientation, the Greek Letter Council, the Masquer, movies, and Senate programs. As Student Senate operations, all clubs, supplies, expenses, the general activity expense, Youth Guidance, the Coffee House, and new projects, obviously, we are rather limited as to how adequately we can finance everyone.

What we would like is $12,50 per student per semester or $25 per student per year. This comes to roughly $52,000. This would mean an additional $14.70 added to tuition. We feel, however, that this is the right amount at the present time.

What this means in dollars and cents is this: the Senate presently gives $5.15 per student per semester or $10.30 per student per year. This total comes to roughly $24,000.

With this money the Senate is expected to fund Freshmen Orientation, the Greek Letter Council, the Masquer, movies, and Senate programs. As Student Senate operations, all clubs, supplies, expenses, the general activity expense, Youth Guidance, the Coffee House, and new projects, obviously, we are rather limited as to how adequately we can finance everyone.

What we would like is $12,50 per student per semester or $25 per student per year. This comes to roughly $52,000. This would mean an additional $14.70 added to tuition. We feel, however, that this is the right amount at the present time.

What this means in dollars and cents is this: the Senate presently gives $5.15 per student per semester or $10.30 per student per year. This total comes to roughly $24,000.

With this money the Senate is expected to fund Freshmen Orientation, the Greek Letter Council, the Masquer, movies, and Senate programs. As Student Senate operations, all clubs, supplies, expenses, the general activity expense, Youth Guidance, the Coffee House, and new projects, obviously, we are rather limited as to how adequately we can finance everyone.

What we would like is $12,50 per student per semester or $25 per student per year. This comes to roughly $52,000. This would mean an additional $14.70 added to tuition. We feel, however, that this is the right amount at the present time.

What this means in dollars and cents is this: the Senate presently gives $5.15 per student per semester or $10.30 per student per year. This total comes to roughly $24,000.
Jazzin’ Up
the Stage
Band
by Paul J. Carroll

If you’ve got an urge to blow ya’ horn and sing ya’ string, then stop on over to Student Affairs and sign up for the “new” Bryant College Stage Band. What’s new about the stage band? Its director, Mr. John Swoboda. So what? So plentiful! Aside from his formal education, which includes a B.S. in Music Education from the University of Rhode Island, and an M.A. from the University of Connecticut, Swoboda is bringing to the band his teaching and performance experience which he has attained throughout his many years in the artistic field of music. Mr. Swoboda is reorganizing the band and is looking for students who have musical capability and are seeking an opportunity to be involved in Bryant College. He feels that students may shy away from joining the band because it will require many hours of their time, yet, Swoboda states that the band practices for only an hour and a half every Tuesday afternoon.

In adding an original flare to the band, not only will they use “stock” arrangements; but Mr. Swoboda and students will also write their own arrangements of rock, jazz, and contemporary music.

Swoboda states that the band “is going to do things,” and not just “protest” their endeavors. Already a concert is planned, for Parents’ Weekend which is to be held in May. The band still needs to fill its various sections and welcomes you to seize this opportunity to express yourself through music and bring a new spark to the social life of Bryant College.

Dear Madame Levonda,

I went down to the Rathskeller last week and found the place to be crowded to the point where there was no place to sit down. Obviously there are not enough chairs in the “Hat,” and the idea is to get there early. But what am I supposed to do, make a reservation? Do you think you could do something about getting more chairs for the “Hat”?

Yours truly,
Madame Levonda

Dear Madame Levonda,

Do you know of any reason why there isn’t a television in the Unisphere for the use of students? I don’t have my own TV, and neither do any of my roommates. I watch TV with friends in another suite, but I can’t keep bothering them every time I want to watch a show. Do you know if the College is going to get a TV for the Unisphere?

R.W.S.

Dear Madame Levonda,

Dear Madame Levonda,

Last night I was awakened by the patter of little feet outside my door. When I went over to the window to see what was making the noise, I found a band of strippers parading around our natural. This exhibition of the flesh included a composition of dance steps of a magnitude that rivals the artistic style of the June Taylor dancers. I decided to step up my roommate as that she, too, could witness this unveiling of the human spirit; but by the time I got her over to the window they had vanished. Now my roommate thinks that I am seeing things, and recommends that I see a doctor; Madame Levonda, could you possibly arrange to have these people come back for a return engagement so I can prove to my roommate that I’m not crazy.

Hopefully,
Hustle Hanna

Dear Madame Levonda,

Dear Madame Levonda,

I’m disappointed that I received so few letters this week. I was only able to scrape up those few this week so here they are. I hope that next week I’ll have more of a response, so keep sending in those cards and letters.

Yours truly,
Madame Levonda

CANNED LOVE

In Rutherford, New Jersey Catherine Dunnin is just beginning married life with her knight in shining armor. And she will do literally. She and Allan Brown and the 50 guests at their wedding will wear Medieval dress in the chapel. The couple got the idea at a jousting club they joined.

SURPRISE IN A BOTTLE

Police in Salt Lake City say a burglar who robbed a liquor bottle from the home of Jerie Steigell will have problems even if he isn’t caught. They say Steigell had lost a bottle of liquor to a burglar once before and decided to set up a trap for any other one who might enter his home.

Authorizes say the bottle the burglar made off with in the second robbery contained a full pinto of laxative.

BRIDGE UNDER TROUBLED WATERS

California’s Shasta county has decided to sell a large steel bridge— but there’s a catch. The bridge spanned the Sacramento River at Sweetwater, where flooding two weeks ago tore it loose and sent it to the bottom.

GASSY WINDMILLS

Cigar-smoking Clemen Prullizetz says selling gasoline 12 hours a day, six days a week isn’t enough.

In these days of decreasing gas consumption and cost-price squeezes, the service station owner declares—quoting now—“You gotta build it (damned) fast and sell windmills to make a living in this business.”

So the shelves of the Prullizetz gas station in Sacramento, California, are stocked with bird houses and carved wooden ducks. Lined against a fence outside are six-sheet metal windmills, which range from four to ten feet tall.

ONE FOR THE ROAD

An impromptu beer party was held on Georgia Highway 33 south of Quitman Thursday night. Police say a beer truck spilled thousands of cans of beer across the road and several hundred motorists stopped to help in the cleanup.

LINE FORMS AT THE REAR

The energy crisis now appears to be having an effect on practical jokers, too.

In Seattle, Washington, teen-agers in two cars pulled into a closed service station this weekend, parked their auto next to the gasoline pumps and waited.

Motorists hoping pulling into line behind the teen-agers.

The line was three blocks long an hour later and growing.

The teen-agers waited another one-and-one-half hours, then drove off, leaving fuming motorists behind. In the closed service station.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

CARNABY"
The Open End Student-To-Student

Bryant's student counseling, information and referral service. We're students, too, there to help in any way we can, so why not come by?

by Chuck Winn

The issuance of bonds and notes in the amount of seven million dollars for the acquisition and development of lands for recreational and conservation purposes and governing the expenditure of money for such purposes. This bill is a sound well researched piece of legislation that if enacted will benefit all the people of the State. It would be unfortunate indeed if public apathy were mistaken for public non-support for minority bills such as these.

The bills mentioned in this week's column as well as last weeks' HR 74-033 Mass transit proposal, S73 892 The Uniform Residential Landlord Tenant Act, 73 S 381 1Bm Paper Chaser's Bill and 73H 0510, the Veteran's bonus bill will in all likelihood remain in committee for quite some time unless person's who want to see them passed list their legislators know how they feel at the State House.

Last Tuesday's meeting of the Student Senate opened with a presentation of a video-tape of the Indiana University Soul Review, which will be here in concert during Black Festival Weekend. The Senate voted to sponsor the group covering any liabilities incurred up to $3,000. After the vote had been taken, it was decided that a mistake had been made in voting for such a large amount of money. To correct this, the Senate voted to have a re-vote on the matter. When the time came to re-vote, all of the senators abstained. (At a special meeting of the Executive Council on Wednesday, it was decided to sponsor the group for only $1,000.)

Greg Evans announced that he, Mr. McAlone, and Dr. Evans would hold a discussion panel open to the Bryant Community next Wednesday at 3:15 p.m. in Room 386. The purpose of the discussion is to get a perspective of Bryant as it stands in 1974.

Greg also announced that a referendum would be added to the Senate election ballot. The referendum will increase the Senate budget to $62,000. This is done by being allotted $12.50 per student per semester, instead of the present $5.16 per student, per semester.

Rick Corvette presented an amendment to the constitution of the Senate whereby an election candidate shall not run for more than one office at a time. The amendment was voted on and passed.

Fred Leonard also presented an amendment to the constitution stating, "Any candidate must be willing to debate current school issues or his or her policies in open forum in the rotunda," but it was defeated.

Michael Lynch, Senate Treasurer, asked the Senate to give $500 a year to the Bryant radio station under the terms of their agreement. The Senate approved the funding.

99 cents per hour

ONE CHARGE COVERS ALL!!!

UNSCORTED LADIES PAY ONLY HALF PRICE.

MINIMUM PURCHASE AT DOOR IS FIVE HOURS.

SPECIALS TO PERFORMERS: 50c A BOTTLE.
SOUR'S, TEQUILA SUNRISES, PIRATE'S GROG AND OUR FAMOUS STEAK & BWEW STUMP LIFTERS. ALL DRINKS BY THE PITCHER!

LOUNGE 6pm-1am
DINING ROOM 4-9:30

The Greatest Eating & Drinking Public House Ever!
Jean E. Lawson
Fourth semester Medical Secretary. Interests: Travel, horseback riding, swimming. Outlook on Life: Anxious to meet new people, make as many new friends as possible, discover as many new interests as possible and in doing so shed some sunshine on each person’s life that I may meet.

Jean Lawson - Sno’ Queen 74
by Paul Carroll and Anne Vignese
Tau Epsilon Phi and Alpha Theta Chi Fraternities co-sponsored the 35th annual Sno’ Queen Pageant last Wednesday night in the Bryant auditorium. As usual, the place was packed with students in a raucous rowdy atmosphere that is the hallmark of the event. This year there were seven surly Bryant coeds competing for the title of Sno’ Queen, each representing a fraternity. They were as follows: Kimberly Bitt, representing Kappa Tau; Susanne Maddocks, Phi Epsilon Pi; Jean Lawson, Phi Sigma Nu; Kathleen O’Reilly, Tau Epsilon; Rhonda Schnee, Delta Sigma Phi; Tricia Ann Walsh, Delta Sigma Chi; and Debbie De Bartolo, Tau Kappa Epsilon.

The evening began with the introduction of the honored guests who served as judges. They were: Harry Evarts, President of the College; Irene Rodrigues, WPRI-TV; Patricia Garnaby, Miss Rhode Island; Sally Brine, WPBL-AM; Charlie Jeffers, WJAR-Radio; and Gertrude Meth Hochberg, Bryant College. Each was given a warm, roasting welcome from the students, except for Dr. Evarts, whose introduction brought forth boos and mixed applause.

Each girl, dressed in an evening gown, then entered the auditorium with her escort and was spotlighted down the aisle until she had been presented to the judges and reached the stage. After all the girls had been introduced, the most difficult part of the program: that of the question and answer period, began. Each girl was asked to randomly choose from a group of sealed envelopes, and one of the judges asked her the question inside. The topics ranged from animals to social life on campus, and were handled with ease by all. The girls were also asked to explain the statement, “There is little you can do with faith—there is nothing you can do without it.”

Following the highlight of the evening, which was the crowning of the fire alarm during intermission, came the second part of the pageant, consisting of the bathing suit competition. Each girl, dressed in a one piece swimsuit, walked on stage, posed for pictures, and paraded for the judges. Not only were the candidates rated on their answers and appearance, but on their poise and personality.

The eagerly awaited results of the pageant were announced last night at “Follies Night,” and Miss Jean Lawson of Warwick representing Phi Sigma Nu, was crowned “Sno’ Queen.” First runner-up was Miss Kathy O’Reilly and Miss Rhonda Schnee was second runner-up.

Sno’ Queen 1974
by Michael Deibey
Photos by Michael Deibey

Kathy O’Reilly
Second semester medical secretary. Interests: Sailing, modern dance, skiing, and swimming. Outlook on Life: If you have hope in your heart and faith in your dreams, everyday will be your most wonder day.

Rhonda Schnee
Second semester medical secretary. Interests: Sewing, tennis, skiing, and dancing. Outlook on Life: Enjoy life by being yourself and not trying to be better than the other person.

Debbie De Bartolo
Second semester Marketing major. Interests: Partyling, skiing, swimming. Outlook on Life: To live each day as it comes and not to worry about tomorrow.

Tricia Ann Walsh
Fourth semester legal secretary. Interests: Horseback riding, art and sewing. Outlook on Life: I feel that people should see, cause, and encounter as much happiness as they possibly can each day, while trying to light a spark of joy in our fellowman’s lives.

Sue Maddocks
Second semester legal secretary. Interests: Swimming, ice skating, dancing and music. Outlook on Life: To get the most out of everything.

Kimberly Bill
Second semester Medical Secretary. Interests: Sports, getting a good education, making friends, having fun. Outlook on Life: I believe in trying to stay happy when things get you down, trying to make other people happy, and most of all enjoying life while you can.
Attention!!!

Students Planning to Attend Bryant Summer Sessions

During the week of February 25 - March 1, a survey will be conducted by the Registrar's Office to determine which classes you would prefer to have offered during this year's summer sessions. Computer cards on which you indicate your selections will be available at the Registrar's Office and in the Student Union.

You can schedule your classes by marking the cards and returning them to the Registrar's Office by March 1. Classes offered include:

- Accounting
- Economics
- Business Administration
- English
- History
- Mathematics
- Chemistry
- Physics
- Biology
- Computer Science
- Social Sciences

Keep an eye on the white wall posters to mark the cards. Once you decide which classes you want, please turn your card into the Registrar's Office or hand it to the registrar on the first day of classes.

Department Chairs have submitted the following list of course offerings from which to choose.

In addition to the courses listed above, the following workshops and special events will be held:

- Summer Sports: Basketball, Soccer, and Water Polo
- Summer Reading Club
- Summer Film Series
- Summer Art Workshop

The deadline for submitting your selection cards is March 1. Make sure to turn in your card or have it marked by the registrar on the first day of classes.

Mickey Perlow—Athlete, Teacher, Friend

by A.M. Vignola

Warm, honest, and relaxed are probably the first thoughts that strike you when meeting Mickey Perlow. Considered one of the most well-liked teachers on campus, he is appreciated and respected by faculty and students alike. Contributing to the reasoning behind these feelings are his teaching ability and fairness in the classroom, as well as his rapport with students in general.

A native of the area, Mr. Perlow has been teaching in Providence, graduating from high school there. He received a B.A. in Economics and Business Administration from Tufts University in 1967, and just before entering the Army, where he served in Korea as a Spec. 4. After an honorable discharge, he worked in his family's business for several years before returning to school. A year of studies here at Bryant made him decide he liked the basketball court well enough to continue on in that field; and as a result, he was hired on to shoot the Masters in Accounting from U.R.I. in 1966. From there he worked for a year at a large CPA firm in Providence, in preparation for his U.R.I. CPA, which he passed. He did further studies at New York University for a time while working as a CPA and teaching at Long Island University. However, he soon returned to Rhode Island, teaching at Roger Williams College, U.R.I., and Northeastern before finally coming on to roost in Bryant's Accounting Department.

Now in his third year here, Mickey Perlow is one of the most involved coaches on campus. He is a member of numerous state and national organizations, and several of these societies, he is an active participant of many committees. Included among those he is currently associated with are the Committees of Education and Continuing Education; both were organized by the Rhode Island Certified Public Accountants (RIPA) Association.

On campus, Mr. Perlow has, in the past, served on the Committees of Curriculum and Student Affairs; given, now, the present, he is a member of the Search Committee for Academic Vice-President, chairmen of the Athletic Committee, and serves as a willing advisor to both the Bryant Chapter of the Accounting Association and the Beta Sigma Phi Fraternity.

Although he jokingly refers to himself as a "basketball junkie" and a "terrible athlete," anyone who has ever watched "Mickey" out on the court will find it very hard to agree. Being a member of the "baffled" in good standing of the (the faculty-administration basketball team) means a lot to him since he loves the game and feels right at home playing it. When not in the gym shooting baskets, he is often found on the golf course teeing off, as this is another sport which he enjoys. To Mickey Perlow, sports are an all consuming hobby--"one that he talks, talks and reads about it"--in short, he just about lives it.

Now living in Pawtucket with his wife, Jodie, and their two daughters, Karen and Robin, Mr. Perlow loves his work here at Bryant. One of the main reasons for this is his students better, and is more practical and personal." He is proud of the Accounting Department, which isn't surprising since it is one of the best in New England. In general he feels that the accessibility of the faculty to the students, the informality of most classes, and the concern which the faculty and administration show for students both past and present, have helped to make Bryant a really great community.

Perhaps one of the busiest people on campus, considering he teaches at the graduate school level and participates in the CPA review, helping people to get ready for their CPA exam, during the summer, as well as his other professional duties, Mickey Perlow still finds time to sit and rap. His sense of humor, great personality, and shaggy beard are well known here at Bryant.

Licensing of Commercial Pesticide Applicators

The State Department of Natural Resources will hold several two-week sessions during February and March to prepare those who must be licensed as commercial pesticide applicators, according to Department Director, Dennis J. Murphy, Jr.

Under the 1970 Rhode Island Pesticide Control Act, the Department of Natural Resources is responsible for licensing anyone who is hired to apply pesticide to someone else's property or who applies pesticides to a commodity produced for profit. Mr. Murphy noted that he had set April 30 as the deadline for obtaining the license. Those requiring a license must have one by that date if they wish to use pesticides in their business this year.

The workshops, a cooperative effort between the Department of Natural Resources and the University of Rhode Island Cooperative Extension Service, will be held on two different days in each area. Attendees of both sessions will be scheduled on a third day for review and the examination.

Workshops will be held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., and the review-examination will start at 9:30 a.m. on the third day.

The Greenville Grange will be the site of sessions on February 25 or 26 and March 17. The examination day, Extension Agent Richard King has details at 949-0670.

The final sessions will be available at the Cooperative Extension Service Center on Pierce Street, East Greenwich. Training will be available on either March 12 or 14 with the review and test day set for March 15. John Hannah, Southern Rhode Island Extension Agent, can be contacted at 894-2671.

Further information is available from Extension Agents, U.R.I. Pesticides Coordinator Lincoln Pearson at 792-2791, and the Division of Pesticides, Rhode Island Department of Natural Resources, 277-2782.

"A SCFI HONEY. I RECOMMEND "FANTASTIC PLANET" FOR FAMILY VIEWING." Harvey Korman, New York Times

"A TRULY FANTASTIC FILM." "Walt Disney, New York Times"

"AN EXTRAORDINARILY BEAUTIFUL FEATURE-LENGTH CARTOON—A SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURE. IT'S IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN, EASILY THE MOST ENJOYABLE NEW ANIMATED MOVIE OF 1973." Joseph Selig, Newsday

"BEST BET!" — New York Magazine

"THE MOST UNUSUAL MOVIE I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR." — Gene Shalit, WB TV

"FANTASTIC PLANET"

NOW PLAYING

EVENINGS 7:00 & 9:15
MATTINEES now thru Sun. 2:00

Cinemas
SMITHFIELD
Kevin McGarry  
President

My name is Kevin McGarry, a candidate for President of the Student Senate. Perhaps with the profundities in creating strategies and experience in the Senate position, it would be in order to clarify a few points.

First of all, a campaign is defined as a series of organized planned actions for a definite purpose, as for electing a candidate.

It is needless to say that my strategy has been geared towards the position of campaign openly and fairly with the intent of familiarizing myself with the student body—not resorting to dishcrediting my opponent.

Despite criticism of my campaign being one of "prestige position" and having done "professionally," I must credit my campaign committee for all their effort and hard work in making my campaign a success. Although most of us are involved in numerous and school's activities, we found and made time to campaign together in an interest in my concern for the student senate and the future of Brown College.

Being President of the Student Senate is created to be an easy task. It times, leadership, effort and experience. But experiences in "what is the issue involved here?"

My opponent boasts "policies not promises," "experience," and "goals." First of all, let me go on record with an inference that my campaign is based on the promises. It is concerned with the interests of the students and the future of Bryant College.

I feel "experience" should not be attached to "promises that are other people's responsibilities (Faculty Senate, Student Senate)." Furthermore, the inability to cooperate with committee chairpersons and the President of the Student Senate resulted in spokesmen's power over the campus. I will work to improve our council. What then could we anticipate in the area of "goals" and "views."

Kevin McGarry

The main duty of the Student Senate President as defined by the Student Senate Constitution is to "represent the Student Senate and the student body personally to the Administration."

It is necessary for a senate president, even more than any other officer, to (1) know his college and the needs of the student body, (2) have experience working within the structure of our Student Senate, and (3) to have actively worked with our college administration.

During the ongoing campaign I have not been able to display the vast quantity of experience as my competitor has. Because of my present involvement with the student senate and school politics, I quite simply do not have the time. I feel my time is better used representing the students and their views to the faculty and administration than spending unnecessary time and money with posters and other deceptions.

However, I do feel it is extremely important for the students to get to know the candidates. Therefore, I publicly asked my competitor for a debate in the campus. This would be a constructive method for the students to get to know the candidates, and in time only. However, he decided not to accept.

My experience with the Student Senate and college politics started in 1977. I have been Freshman Senator and Chairman of the Freshman Senate Committee. During my three years at Bryant, I have worked with practically all of the administrators and many of the faculty members. Since 1973, I have worked as senator, member of the College Committee for Computer Applications, member of the Faculty Evaluation Committee, Associate Chairman of the Student Appeal Center, and presently Senate Speaker of the Council.\n
This year I have been working on many student activities, including the new course registration procedure, dorm damage appeal, Appeal Center, and Faculty Evaluation. I feel it is important for the students to know some of my goals to improve Bryant College.

-A phone line recorder that would have cancelled classes recorded on it so students could call in on snowy days to find out if their classes have been cancelled before leaving their homes. After 3 p.m. this line could be used for evening division classes.

-An increase in possible elective or a new area in transferring electives from other area schools. This will be most helpful with liberal arts electives.

-An increase in concerts and other entertainment on campus, and also college promotion of concerts in Providence with Bryant tickets and getting preference of seats and reduced prices.

-Dividing a more comprehensive academic and non-academic counseling service for Bryant students. This could include free legal advice.

—Development of a lecture series and other cultural events for Bryant campus. Presently, Bryant has none to speak of.

—Continuous development of both the student administration and the student appeal center, which I am presently working on.

—In general, the Student Senate has to start representing the students, and the students' needs and desires.

During the election days I would appreciate your support. Vote on election day, it can make the difference.

Rick Corrente  
Vice President

My name is Rick Corrente and I am a candidate for the office of Vice President. I have been active in Student Senate for three years, and I have enough experience and knowledge to be an effective Vice President.

At the Freshman Vice President of Rhode Island Junior College, I instituted a "4:00 parking plan which almost tripled the amount of parking facilities on the Providence campus.

The current Senator at Bryant, I have worked hard to help the students in many ways. I forced the Board of COMPTO IMPROVE COMMUTER AND DORM STUDENT RELATIONS.

I organized the "B.O.K. AUCTION" this semester which raised hundreds of dollars for the students, and the B.O.K. AUCTION, and my career in early September, be sure to look for me again. I am now in the process of sponsoring a FOSTER CHILDREN Fund for the Bryant College Student Senate. Finally, I am working on a proposal to increase the GREEK LETTER COUNCIL BUDGET by 50%. I feel that the main duty of the Student Senate President as defined by the Student Senate Constitution is to "represent the Student Senate and the student body personally to the Administration."

It is necessary for a senate president, even more than any other officer, to (1) know his college and the needs of the student body, (2) have experience working within the structure of our Student Senate, and (3) to have actively worked with our college administration.

During the ongoing campaign I have not been able to display the vast quantity of experience as my competitor has. Because of my present involvement with the student senate and school politics, I quite simply do not have the time. I feel my time is better used representing the students and their views to the faculty and administration than spending unnecessary time and money with posters and other deceptions.

However, I do feel it is extremely important for the students to get to know the candidates. Therefore, I publicly asked my competitor for a debate in the campus. This would be a constructive method for the students to get to know the candidates, and in time only. However, he decided not to accept.

My experience with the Student Senate and college politics started in 1977. I have been Freshman Senator and Chairman of the Freshman Senate Committee. During my three years at Bryant, I have worked with practically all of the administrators and many of the faculty members. Since 1973, I have worked as senator, member of the College Committee for Computer Applications, member of the Faculty Evaluation Committee, Associate Chairman of the Student Appeal Center, and presently Senate Speaker of the Council.

This year I have been working on many student activities, including the new course registration procedure, dorm damage appeal, Appeal Center, and Faculty Evaluation. I feel it is important for the students to know some of my goals to improve Bryant College.

-A phone line recorder that would have cancelled classes recorded on it so students could call in on snowy days to find out if their classes have been cancelled before leaving their homes. After 3 p.m. this line could be used for evening division classes.

-An increase in possible elective or a new area in transferring electives from other area schools. This will be most helpful with liberal arts electives.

-An increase in concerts and other entertainment on campus, and also college promotion of concerts in Providence with Bryant tickets and getting preference of seats and reduced prices.

-Dividing a more comprehensive academic and non-academic counseling service for Bryant students. This could include free legal advice.

—Development of a lecture series and other cultural events for Bryant campus. Presently, Bryant has none to speak of.

—Continuous development of both the student administration and the student appeal center, which I am presently working on.

—In general, the Student Senate has to start representing the students, and the students' needs and desires.

During the election days I would appreciate your support. Vote on election day, it can make the difference.
Delta Omega Dinner 
Event On 

Michael Hammer 
Treasurer

I wish to direct the following to the students at Bryant: 

I am Michael Hammer, and I am a candidate for Student Senate Treasurer. The responsibilities of treasurer are quite complex. In order for the treasurer to do a good job: 

1. I must know the inner workings of the Senate. 

2. I must be experienced in the disbursement of money. 

I am a junior Senator and chairman of the Senate Buildings and Grounds Committee. The more title of Accounting Major does not necessarily make one an accountant, nor qualified for treasurer. Through practical experience, I feel I have gained as much knowledge as can be attained in a classroom. I am the New York State Treasurer of D.E.C.A., the Distributive Education Clubs of America. D.E.C.A. is an organization dedicated to the future leaders of Marketing and Distribution. I was elected 11 months ago and will have office the week of March 10, 1974, New York State D.E.C.A. has over 4,600 members, and an annual budget in the neighborhood of $25,000, both of which I am responsible for and work with. I maintain a complete set of books, so you can see I have the experience required in working with large sums of money. 

I am running on my qualifications, and not on campaign promises.

Michael Hammer 

Russell Powers 
Treasurer

My platform is a very simple one. I am an accounting major and have had experience in the field and use of accounting methods. As a second semester sophomore (sic), I have worked with people for the past two years selling tickets to area concerts in the Rotunda and selling trips to Bermuda for the spring vacation. 

In running my own business I have learned the importance of keeping books or records where funds have gone, and good experience. This is the key in the use of accounting principles and methods. This is one element which cannot be ignored. I have this experience to make the 'threasure's' job a success; not only in the eyes of the senate members; but to all students as well. 

It is very important to the success of a government to have the most qualified people in office. I ask you to vote with care in this election, it could make the difference.

Tim Banning 
Treasurer

My name is Tim Banning. I am a member of the sophomore class and am a candidate for the office of Treasurer of the Student Senate. Having been a member of the senate for four semesters and a coordinator of the Sophomore Orientation last year, I have become acquainted with the procedures of the office. Here at Bryant I have learned all of the accounting principles that are necessary for the proper functioning of this office. 

As Treasurer of the student body funds, I will be in the position to make decisions our money will be used to benefit all students. I will try to keep next year's budget a balance of top line items, movies, concerts, a concert hall, and other student activities and services.

Russell Powers 

Delta Omega Professional Society, present Mr. Joe Joseph Kruse, Vice President and Secretary of Teetron Incorporated, to their third Dinner-Speaker event of the year to be held at the Admiral in Cambridge, Rhode Island, on March 5. Mr. Kruse will offer a slide presentation on Teetron Inc. 

Mr. Kruse was born in St. Peterburg, Florida. After two years in the U.S. Army, he received a Bachelors Degree from the University of Florida and his Masters Degree from Florida State University. Upon graduation, he served as one of two national field secretaries for his college fraternity, Phi Delta Theta. 

In 1960, Mr. Kruse was manager of the Kennedy-Johnson campaign for Georgia and director of Campaign for Kennedy for the Southeast. 

In 1961, Mr. Kruse was appointed to the staff of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity in Washington, D.C. He later became the first staff director for Plans for Progress, a national, voluntary, equal employment opportunity program which later merged with the National Alliance of Businessmen. 

Prior to becoming Vice President of Teetron, he was appointed Secretary of Teetron in May, 1972. He has been associated with Teetron since November, 1963 and was Assistant to the President for several years. 

Mr. Kruse is listed in Who's Who in American Business. His current membership activities include: 

Chairman of the National Advisory Council of NAACP Policy Committee; 

Member of the Planning Council Providence College; 

Rye, Board of Directors of the Rhode Island Philharmonic. 

Mr. Kruse is a member of the Nominating Committee. 

At the dinner, Mr. Kruse will be Mr. James R. Wilson, Vice President of International Teetron Incorporated. 

Mr. Wilson received a B.A. degree from the College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio in 1965. He attended Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration, where he received an M.B.A. degree in June, 1968. 

Mr. Wilson was employed by the First National Bank of Chicago from 1965 to 1967 in the Commercial Loan Division. He joined Teetron in 1967 as Assistant to the Treasurer. He was appointed Assistant Treasurer to the President, Director of Management Development in 1970, Managing Director of Texto-Four Limited (Sydney, Australia) in 1971; and Vice President of International of Teetron Inc. in 1972. 

Mr. Wilson is a Director of the Rhode Island Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Tickets for the Dinner-Speaker Ay may be purchased from any member of the society, or by submitting a written request to P.O. Box 1300.

MBA Highlights

1974 MBA GRADUATES

Planning and preparation for the approximately sixty-six candidate graduates is well underway. This will be the largest group to attain the MBA since the Graduate School was established in 1969.

Administrative preparation in a college is like an iceberg in that only the tip of the iceberg shows above the water. For tentative graduates, for example, we have to check the courses they have taken and the exams they have attained to ensure that they have met the academic requirements for the MBA degree.

Students have to be asked how they want their names spelled on their diplomas. The orders for the diplomas must be placed for printing months in advance of the graduation. Also students have to be contacted as to whether they will be attending the commencement, and for their caps and gowns.

The 1974 MBA graduates comprise three groups, those who completed their requirements as of the end of the 1973 Summer Sessions; those who completed their work as of the end of the Fall Semester. These two groups have now been certified as graduates to be awarded their degrees. The third group, that of tentative graduates, are those who should complete their requirements by the end of the Spring Semester.

At least ten of the graduates will graduate with honors, meaning that they have attained a scholastic sum of at least 3.7 out of 4.0.

In addition to those MBA students who will graduate at the end of the Spring Semester, there will be approximately twenty graduates who will have attained their degree by participation in the program at the Naval Officer Training Center in Newport. They will receive their degrees in a special ceremony at Newport at the end of the 1974 Summer Sessions.

GRADUATE TUTITION

Tuition for graduate courses has remained unchanged since the Graduate School was begun in 1969. But costs have been rising for colleges as well as for other institutions. Therefore, effective with the Fall 1974 Semester the tuition for graduate courses will become $80 per credit hour, and the applications fee will be $15.

Townhouses

The deadline for deposits on the Townhouses has been extended to Friday, March 1.

It is now possible for individuals or groups of less than four to sign up for the Townhouses. The $100 deposits should be submitted to the Student Affairs Office.

Resident Assistants for 1974-75

Resident Assistants are available to qualified upperclassmen interested in working with the Student Affairs Office to improve student life in the College's Residence Halls.

Potential Resident Assistants must be full-time students who have previously lived in Residence Halls, and who are sensitive to and interested in student life.

Resident Assistants are expected to be persons who approach new situations with enthusiasm and comparative ease. They must also be willing to consider and effectively resolve student group problems.

General areas of responsibility for Resident Assistants are:

A. Helping to establish a conducive educational environment within the Residence Hall.
B. Assisting and advising groups of students.
C. Acting as a referral agent.
D. Helping students to enforce the rules and regulations of the College.
E. Assisting with general administrative responsibilities.
F. Assisting in the management of the Residence Halls.
G. Remuneration: Room and board, plus a free telephone.

Applications will be available Monday, February 25, 1974, in the Student Affairs Office. They must be completed and returned by Friday, March 1, 1974.

At that time, applicants should sign up for a group interview. Every applicant will be given an initial group interview. After the group interview, individuals will be selected to appear for a second interview.

Anyone who has any questions or comments concerning the Resident Assistant position should contact Peter Barlow in the Student Affairs Office.

Attention: Tentative May Graduates

Degree Information Needed
Cap and Gown Information Needed
A Special Commencement Information White Sheet will be set up.

ROUTUNDA
Friday, February 22, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday, February 25, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Please stop and fill out necessary information cards!
Student Appeal Brings Cases To College Grievance Committee

Last Wednesday, Fred Leonard, Student Appeal Center Director, and Janice Salvatore, Chairperson of Dorm Damage Appeal, sent a letter to President Evarts requesting the College Non-Academic Grievance Committee to hear two cases concerning alleged dormitory damage because Student Affairs, in their words, "refused to hear any further appeal and we sincerely feel the students were unreasonable and/or illegally charged."

The College Grievance Committee is chaired by a student with members who are students, faculty and administrators. They make recommendations directly to President Evarts. The cases in question occurred in 1972-73 when Miss Elizabeth States was an Assistant to Dr. Fullerston, Vice President of Student Affairs.

Janice Salvatore, Chairperson of the Senate Committee to investigate the Dorm Damage Deposit, feels these are just the "first of many" cases which will surface in the next few weeks.

Fred Leonard recently discussed these cases with lawyers in the Providence area. When questioned about this, Leonard said, "We cannot speak directly about those cases at this time;" - but "We have been advised that the College is standing on a very weak ground." He further stated that "the burden of proof is up to the College and the proof we have seen so far is not very convincing."

Leonard and Salvatore feel that damage in the dormitory is "inexcusable, and people who damage College property must pay for their actions." However, they feel "that the College went overboard in some instances." An example was cited where six people were charged a total of $30 for damage to one drop in ceiling tile (actual value around $2--no labor necessary) when the damage was actually present at the beginning of the college year.

Leonard and Salvatore are prepared to appeal these cases in Rhode Island Small Claims Court if the students do not receive full retribution after the college committee hears their case. (Please note that bringing an action to a Small Claims Court costs only $1.50 and you need not be represented by a lawyer.)

Leonard and Salvatore have been working on a vigorous investigation since October, 1973. The first problem that was encountered was to obtain a list of students who were charged during this time period. They requested from the office of Student Affairs a list "without dollars, just names" to start the investigation. The letter reviewed by Student Affairs which was to be sent to all students billed for damages. Student Affairs told Ms. Salvatore that the list contained "all students who were charged money for damages during the school year 1972-73." All students on this list were sent a letter during last semester requesting them to reply if they feel they were charged unjustly. Fred Leonard mentioned that last week it was brought to his attention that students who were charged money were not on their supposedly accurate list supplied by Student Affairs.

Both of these students felt they were unjustly charged.

Leonard does not feel this omission was deliberate; however, he would like to make sure "We have actually contacted all students concerned." Any student who has grievances about the dorm damages should stop by the Senate Office. Notice has been set for the College Grievance Committee to meet; however, a date early next week is expected.

Classified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joan, believe it or not we did this paper without you!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crosby, Martin, Shearing & Whiting

Stars of "Big Band Cavalcade"

Bob Crosby, Freddy Martin, George Shearing and Margaret Whiting are the stars of "Big Band Cavalcade," the Columbia Artists Festivals Corp. presentation which will re-create in person his greatest hits during an evening of musical memories at the Veteran's Auditorium on March 4.

Such memorable sounds as Martin's "Tonight We Love," Crosby's "Big Noise from Winnetka," George Shearing's "Lullaby of Birdland," as well as "September in the Rain," and Miss Whiting's "Moonlight in Vermont" will characterize the mood of the show. The stars will be supported by 15 musicians recruited from the ranks of their original bands for this 12-week national tour. Each leader will take his turn conducting this aggregation through a generous sampling of his own modern classics. Martin will conduct the production finale, a montage of memorable hits of such other great bands as Benny Goodman, Glen Gray, Tommy Dorsey, Harry James and Woody Herman. Meanwhile, Miss Whiting's contribution to this revival of big band sounds will be selected from among the dozen hits which earned her Gold Records because they each sold over a million copies.

The "Big Band Cavalcade" production was inspired by Martin. He suggested that the current resurgence of national interest in recordings of the '30s and '40s dictated in-person performances of the big band sounds, as well as a national tour. The subsequent choices of Crosby, Shearing and Miss Whiting to join Martin resulted when Columbia determined that this line-up would offer a comprehensive view of the styles of the period.

Martin, who became the leader of his first band in 1931, is the veteran of the line-up. Through all the trends in popular music over the years, the style Martin's very special brand of music has never been out of demand. Often called the sentimental melodic of the sweet band, Martin's crew produced such lasting hits as "Vassar Concerto," "Why Don't We Do This More Often?" and the "Hot Sult Song," all featuring the leader's "silver tone" saxophone.

Crosby, after serving his apprenticeship as vocalist with such bands as Amos Weeks and the Don Eye Brothers, took over leadership of the old Ben Pollack Band in 1935. The Crosby crew made its lasting imprint on the big band era with its unique Dixieland swing style which brought fame, as well, to the band within the band, the Bob-Cats.

Shearing was a highly successful pianist, arranger and composer in his native London's supper clubs, on the concert stage in both jazz and classical prediction at an early age. While still in his twenties he landed a contract with Decca Records and became one of the top-selling recording stars in Britain.

Conspicuously blind, his only formal education consisted of four years of study at the London Lodge School for the Blind. In 1947, Shearing, his wife and daughter came to the United States. He spent two long years composing music for this film on this side of the Atlantic. But his Shearing Quintet, recording of "September in the Rain," for MGM established him as an overnight success. Many of his compositions, which number over one hundred, have long become "standards" in the pop field.

Miss Whiting can claim the title of the youngest of the great recording stars. She made her professional debut at the age of 12 with Gordon Jenkins. Her extraordinary career has continued uninterrupted, ranging from the record charts to nightclub, television and the legitimate stage. Once recent season, for example, she starred in the off-Broadway production "Do It Again" in which she sang a panorama of George Gershwin melodies.

All of the stars in "Big Band Cavalcade" have in fact held their own in the entertainment spotlight through the years since their initial successes. Martin is still in demand for tours and special performances. Crosby continues to display his talents in television and on film.

(C) 1961ならない

Majestic Music

CET PRODUCTS

OPENING

BOOKS from Mexico

old and new

PAINTINGS

OLD FURNITURE

JEWELRY

from Argentina

GENERAL GROCERIES

Paper and writing material
novelties and games.

If you don't see what you want we'll make it for you.

Come in and visit.

Stillwater Road
Smithfield
Just off Rt. 116

EVENING MONDAY NIGHT

AT GULLIVER'S

SOTHEBY DANCERS

Featuring

Lovely "Windy Sands"

and Pretty "Robin Blue"

Tickets for "Big Band Cavalcade" concert at the Veta Auditorium and available from Miss Luciana-Lena Rosapepe. Bryant students can get tickets for $2.25, and pre-sale tickets are being made available by the Ticket Endowment Program of the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts. The order deadline is in February 26. Sign up with Miss Rosapepe or phone the Ticket Endowment Office at 484-3051.

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

AT GULLIVER'S

SOTHEBY DANCERS

Featuring

Lovely "Windy Sands"

and Pretty "Robin Blue"

Tickets for “Big Band Cavalcade” concert at the Veta Auditorium and available from Miss Luciana-Lena Rosapepe. Bryant students can get tickets for $2.25, and pre-sale tickets are being made available by the Ticket Endowment Program of the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts. The order deadline is in February 26. Sign up with Miss Rosapepe or phone the Ticket Endowment Office at 484-3051.
The second cut, an Al Green tune called 'It Ain't No Fun To Me,' gets off on a good start, but by the end, a lot of the good vibes and momentum have been lost somewhere.

The only other really outstanding batch in the album are back-to-back on side two—"Can you Handle It" and "People"—either of which would make a fine single.

But Meyer says he has a hunch the shortcomings of the album are only temporary.

The band is just one year old, and had been together only months when they went into the studio. So they put their ability to put themselves across on record wait—Meyer says their potential is enormous.

In the meantime, Meyer recommends checking out Graham Central Station if they come to town. You'll get a chance to release yourself a little—and you'll go away happier than you were before.

Shortnote...

...and More Shortnotes

by Bruce Meyer, UPI

After seven years as bass player for Sly and the Family Stone, Larry Graham didn't really want to leave the band. But finally it was obvious that the situation just wouldn't work any longer, and Graham split.

U.P.I. Rock Music Writer, Bruce Meyer, says that with the possible exception of his decision to join the band in 1967, it was the best move he ever made.

Graham got together with a group called "Hot Chocolate" the name was changed to Graham Central Station, and started playing the coffee house circuit in the Bay area.

That was just a year ago. Meyer says that now Graham Central Station is challenging the Family Stone for the top spot in the nubulous brand of music Graham labels "progressive funk."

"It's music that is hard-driving, melodic, soothing, and subtle—all at the same time. And—on stage is not yet on record—Graham and his band are better at it than anybody right now, including his former mentor.

The musicians would rather not be compared with others, but Graham doesn't mind the comparison much:

"I don't mind comparing our music to anybody, really—as long as it's in the running, that's cool," Graham says. "I guess they can call us as hard as they want; that's what some of those things in that group that was in that one (The Family Stone), 'cause I haven't changed as much as playing.

Graham writes nearly all the band's material, sings with a voice that has been described as too high, and has one of the few really original bass styles in pop music.

He shars lead vocal duties with Patrice "Chocolate" Banks, whose help on guitar, Horace "Kenny on clarinet and trumpet, Robert Sam on organ and drum, fill out the group.

But the U.P.I. Rock Music Writer says that after seeing them live they are as exciting and innovative visually as they are musically. Their first album, "Graham Central Station," is rather a disappointment.

Meyer puts it this way:

"The band's professionalism and stage presence comes across only intermittently on the album, so...

The opening track, an capitalize on the band's presence, gets the record off on exactly the right foot.

Parking: it's a crying shame

But does it have to be? Not if you do something about it. So the next time you see pollution points on the horizon, you can do something about it.

People start pollution.

People can stop it.

Keep America Beautiful

A Public Service of The Newspaper & The Advertising Council

A whole new kind of show. In her words, "We'll definitely do our family trip, and everybody will get a chance to do his thing. The airplane will play some songs, but Tuna will do some of its things, then a couple of mine, and some of Paris John Craig's stuff." The Tuna contingent of the Airplane family reportedly have gone short-hair, on top of it all.

The British newcomer -Beach Boys, 1-C, C, who debut album has been getting a lot of attention lately along with their "Rubber Bullets" single, reportedly are inventors, as well as musicians. Lead singer-guitarist Lol Creme and drummer-vocalist Kevin Godly have developed an instrumental appendage that allegedly makes a guitar sound like an orchestra. The gadget will be used on the group's number two, and on stage if they ever write to this side of the pond.

Leslie West, Felix Pappalardi and Corky Laing have put Mountain back together again—but there's no word when they're gonna record or hit the road.

Having done one half-hour TV special, Chicago has begun looking toward the possibility of a series. Manager Larry Fitzgerald says that so far, however, "The networks aren't really that responsive." If it works out, though, the plan is for a series of on-location concerts, on the order of the special.

Even Alice Cooper has to work at being bizarre sometimes. Sweet Alice recruited a couple of unlikely ladies—Lisa Minnelli and Ronnie "Da Ron Ron Ron" singer for the vocal track on "Teenage Lament," a track and possible single for the newest Cooper epic, "Muscle of Love."

Finally, to bring the real world depressing close to home there's the over and paper shortages, which mean there are gonna be fewer records. Partially critical to the music industry is the lack of polyvinyl chloride, the gooey petroleum-based substance from which records are stamped. Adding to the problem is the paper shortage, which means fewer book-type jackets for single-disc LP's, and a sharp cutoff on separate lyric sheets and posters to go in the albums.

As U.P.I rock music columnist Bruce Meyer puts it, I don't mind being cold this winter, but please don't mess with my rock 'n roll. U.P.I, 11/19/73.
How About The Braves

by Rich Magee

The Indiana Hockey Team began its home season at the Smithfield Municipal Rink with a convincing 13-3 shellacking of Roger Williams College.

The original 1973-74 Hockey Schedule had Clark University as the Indian opponent, but Clark cancelled their Smithfield appearance. Thus, the Roger Williams College Hawks were substituted, and the result was expected to be an Indian victory.

The game opened well for Indiana, with Tim Daley and Mike Pirolli taking care of the front court with the help of goalie Jay O'Neill. They were successful in building the Indian lead in the first period.

In the second period, Daley's help in the front court and Pirolli's control of the back court, coupled with Elmore Smith's ability to control the attacking center, enabled the Indians to take a 7-3 lead into the third period. With the exception of the first minute of the game, which was played at 14:18, the Indians dominated the contest.

In the second and third periods, the Indians followed up their initial lead with a second round to the Buffalo Sabres, who were ready to make a comeback. The Indians scored a goal on a power play, and the Sabres were forced to defend their lead. The Indians' defense was successful in keeping the Sabres from scoring, and the Indians won the game, 10-2.

The puck deflected off the back mesh, hit the crossbar, and bounced behind a startled Luigian for the game. Since Rick Moniz was closest to the puck at the time of the goal, he was credited with the score.

The other Hawk goals in the game were recorded by Rupert Ramsay and Paul Proulx. Captain Phil Cerrone, who was a key player in the Indians' victory, was credited with a pair of significant goals in the first and third periods. Tom Yandow was responsible for the Ramsey goal in the second period. Tom had his first start of the season against Stonehill on Saturday, and recorded an 11-5 victory. The Daley line had an incredible 21 points on the night, undoubtedly a new Indian record. Finally, the Piroli and Daley hattricks marked the first time Basketmen have connected for two huts in the same game.

Give the world a little gift today.

Blood.

The American
crossing the Good

Neighborhood.

Next time you see someone polluting, point it out.

Don't close your eyes. Point it out to someone who can do something about it.

Keep it America Beautiful.

The Apeks started the day with an excellent rebounder and a good offense player. Ramsey proceeded to shoot Buffalo for a 2-0 lead. Elmore Smith of the Los Angeles Lakers, who were in their league because of Willy Chamberlain's decision to jump to the ABA, proved difficult to stop. The game continued with both teams playing well, but Buffalo eventually pulled away, winning the game 10-2.

Captain Phil Cerrone and Coach Bob Reul

The puck deflected off the back mesh, hit the crossbar, and bounced behind a startled Luigian for the goal. Since Rick Moniz was closest to the puck at the time of the goal, he was credited with the score.

The other Hawk goals in the game were recorded by Rupert Ramsay and Paul Proulx. Captain Phil Cerrone, who was a key player in the Indians' victory, was credited with a pair of significant goals in the first and third periods. Tom Yandow was responsible for the Ramsey goal in the second period. Tom had his first start of the season against Stonehill on Saturday, and recorded an 11-5 victory. The Daley line had an incredible 21 points on the night, undoubtedly a new Indian record. Finally, the Piroli and Daley hattricks marked the first time Basketmen have connected for two huts in the same game.

Give the world a little gift today.

Blood.

The American
crossing the Good

Neighborhood.

Next time you see someone polluting, point it out.

Don't close your eyes. Point it out to someone who can do something about it.

Keep it America Beautiful.
Indian Duo Takes Eastern Doubles

The Bryant tandem of sophomore, Joe Kubiskey and freshman, Ken McKenzie captured first place in the Eastern Intercollegiate Bowling Conference Double Championships at Bowmike, New York City, this past Sunday. The "super duo" combined for an eight game total of 3095 pins. The Bryant total was 60 pins better than the second place finisher Drexel, Drexel amassed a total pin fall of 3032, and the Redmen of St. John were right behind them with a 3015 total.

Kubiskey, a native of Pawtucket and McKenzie, a Warwick resident, were on top from the start of the tournament. Joe averaged a phenomenal 199.1 per game, while freshman sensation McKenzie contributed a steady 191.2. Kubiskey's scores are even more impressive considering he was on crutches until Thursday, Joe had sustained a knee injury, and there was considerable doubt whether he would be ready in time for the tournament.

Without a doubt, Eastern Doubles Title is perhaps the greatest jewel any Indian Bowling Team has ever won. The sixteen team field was composed of such notables as Villanova, Iowa, West Point, the University of Massachusetts, Rutgers, and Worcester Poly. A second Bryant duo in the competition finished an outstanding seventh overall. Bob Foster and Bill McKee just missed the first day cut by falling just 30 pins behind the sixth place team.

All of the semifinalists had all qualified for the tournament by regional rolloffs held throughout the East Coast. Kubiskey - McKenzie and Foster - McKee scored 3056 and 3024 respectively in the eight game qualifying matches. The tandems were joined by a duo from the University of Massachusetts as the New England representatives in the classic. By winning the championship, Joe Kubiskey and Ken McKenzie automatically qualify for next year's event. Also Joe and Ken finished one-two, in best individual performance.

Follard's 100th
Continued from page 15

to the ECAC Division III Team of the Week for the fourth consecutive time. Also paying tribute to the 6'10" forward was Frank Lanning of the Providence Journal. "Bryant's Brilliant Pacemaker" will be counted upon to lead the attack in scoring, but the long playoff schedule ahead is not a task for one player alone. Charlie Armstrong, Rob Hammel, Walt Washington, and Ned Bohan are just as much a part of the team's success.

Tonight the team travels to Maine, and will be hosted by St. Francis. While North, the cagers also take on Assumption, Saturday, in another Naismith Conference game. The regular season slut concludes Thursday afternoon, as Bryant hosts nationally ranked Bentley. Bryant has fallen victim to the Falcons past two times overtime games. Possible television coverage may be broadcast on Channel 36, WSBE on a videotape delay.

Captain Rick Shanley wished to thank the students, faculty, administration, staff, and Board of Trustees for their loyal support during the winning season. The team only hopes that the support will be displayed for the remainder of the season and during the playoffs.

Intramural Bowling

Standings

Division A
Rocky's Beavers ..... 6-2
Kungas Burgers ..... 6-3
Gusto's ..... 5-0
Lucky Five ..... 2-6

Division B
Old Snappers ..... 7-1
Stormin Micros ..... 5-3
Banacek's Bumbers ..... 4-4
Top of Twelfth ..... 0-8
B.O.B. ..... 2-6

Division C
A.B.C. & P. ..... 9-3
Linky Movers ..... 6-6
Tigers ..... 6-6
Bombers ..... 3-9

Division D
R.I. Tropics ..... 7-1
Bonman's Best ..... 5-3
Ball Busters ..... 2-6
B.O.B. ..... 2-6

Division E
T.E.P. ..... 7-1
Lumpy's Cheeseburgers ..... 4-4
Dad's Vegetables ..... 4-4
The P.M. 8's ..... 1-7

Sports at the CIVIC CENTER

FEBRUARY 22–28

Basketball — Celtics vs. Assumption
Basketball — Celtics vs. Atlanta Hawks, 1:30
Basketball — Celtics vs. Buffalo Braves
Basketball — Celtics vs. Buffalo Braves

Basketball — P.C. vs. Assumption
Basketball — Brown vs. U.R.I.
Basketball — P.C. vs. Canisius

Basketball — Celtics vs. Buffalo Braves
Bryant College's basketball game with nationally ranked Bentley will be televised Thursday evening at 10:30 p.m. Channel 36, WSSB, will broadcast the game with sportscaster Ken Mease during the play by play. Game time is at 8:00 and usually ends by 9:15.

Leading scorer in the nation (NCAA Division II), fell short of Tom Smiley's record by just seven points but did manage to break another of Smiley's marks. Soraline now has converted the most field goals in a single season by any Bryant performer. Dave, in addition to his 25.0 scoring average, was selected Continued on page 14 column 5

Bryant Varsity Basketball 22 Game Totals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Bryant</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Bentley</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Charles Dana</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Harvard</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Boston College</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Cornell</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Director of Sports Information, John F. Gregory, is building on better exposure for the college athletic program for the fall and winter time. Last season, both NAIA playoff games were covered by radio through the efforts of Mr. Gillioy. This fall, the team is back to work and plenty of arm twisting, Bryant's SID has made the dream come true.

Last season, Bryant's last scheduled game was also against Bentley. Despite Dave Soraline's super performance of 16 rebounds (as a freshman), Bentley came from behind and defeated the Black and Gold in overtime. Nevertheless, Bryant came back to win two tournament games in post-season play.

December 28, Bryant again played Bentley at the Charles A. Dana Athletic Complex. After crushing Hunter of New York 64-32, the Indians were ready and waiting for the Championship round. Bryant fell victim to the Falcons for the second consecutive time in an other overtime game. The defeated players lost their next two games but have since won twelve straight.

Bentley's mainstays are Brian Hammel, Marty Bricketto, Tom Cockell, Mark Shoa, and Al Greenleaf, coach Al Shidell's has respect for Bryant's performances in the past, and has to be worried about the game.

Bentley is currently ranked 2nd and has defeated Bryant's 6th in the weekly UPI Coaches poll. Maybe with a victory on Thursday, the team will enter the tournament playoffs as one of the top five teams in New England. Any victory in the televised Bryant College game is a step in the right direction.

UP Coaches’ Poll

(BOSTON) - The weekly UPI Coaches' ratings of New England Division II and Division III college basketball teams (first place votes in parentheses).

* Bryant has played or will play

** Bryant has not played or will not play

| Division II | Pro | 1. Assumption (7) | 58 |
|            |     | 2. Bentley * (6) | 55 |
|            |     | 3. St. Michael's | 31 |
|            |     | 4. Hartford (1) | 29 |
|            |     | 5. Tufts | 25 |
|            |     | 6. Bryant | 6 |
|            |     | 7. Rogers | 5 |
|            |     | 8. Sacred Heart | 5 |
|            |     | 9. Stonehill | 4 |
|            |     | 10. Trinity (3) | 3 |
|            |     | 11. A-I-C | 2 |

| Division III | Pro | 1. Bryant | 640 |
|             |     | 2. Bentley | 500 |
|             |     | 3. Charles Dana | 440 |
|             |     | 4. New York | 380 |
|             |     | 5. Harvard | 350 |
|             |     | 6. Boston College | 330 |
|             |     | 7. Wisconsin | 300 |
|             |     | 8. Cornell | 270 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Bryant</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Bentley</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Charles Dana</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Harvard</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Boston College</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Cornell</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The seldom recognized Bryant College Swim Team terminated their six meet schedule against a strong S.M.U. crew, on Friday, February 15, bowing 70 to 39. The final roster at seasons end had just nine varsity athletes including one female swimmer, comprising the entire 1973-74 squad. I think it appropriate at this time to recognize all of the people who organized and worked hard for the underprivileged Indian Swim Team. Coach Gerald Sussman swam the following athletes in the five intercollegiate dual meets and during the one tri-meet (equivalent to a double-meet, two recorded separate decisions). The varsity swimmers are Senior Jeff Millman, Junior Joe Haydu, Sophomore and the two Co-captains, Craig Bogar, and Art Burrows; Mark Rafferty, Paul Brown; Lynn Kemp, the lone female mermaid, and Freshmen Henry Lightbourne and Tom Delaney.

The three acting managers and statisticians who also functioned as timekeepers at the numerous practices are Tim Seback, Sue Sharpe, and Dorothy Aspinal. Coach Sussman feels the latter threesome accomplished many of the vital and intricate tasks needed for a well balanced team.

On Saturday, February 2, Bryant traveled to Boston, Massachusetts, to compete with the rival Boston College Eagles, in the Indoor Sports Complex. Outstanding performances were turned in by Bryant’s Burrows with a second in the 200-yard breaststroke and similarly placed, three, fourth, and fifth in the 500-yard freestyle. Lightbourne, who resides locally in the Bahamas, finished second in his specialty event, the 50-yard freestyle, and third in the 100 free. Bogar placed in the 500 and 1000-yard freestyle swims. Highlighting the clash was Diver Haydu, the sole “glamour jumper” on the roster with victories of both the one-meter and three-meter diving boards.

On Saturday, the 9th, Bryant collided against two foes, Lowell Tech and Assumption. The result was a split decision as the Indians waved right over Assumption, of Worcester, Massachusetts, and fell drastically short of Tech. The winning score was 69-33 and the loss an 84-23 defeat. The 400-yard medley relay team of Brown, Haydu, Bogar, and Delaney dominated in a time of 4:59. Bogar and Rafferty placed one, two in the 1,000-yard freestyle, and separately Mark took the 200 butterfly event and anchored the triumphant 400-yard freestyle relay foursome in 4:03.5. The other three included Lightbourne, Delaney, and Bogar. The individual winners were Lightbourne in the 50 and 100 free, Burrows in the 200 medley and breaststroke and Bogar proved his mastery in the 500 freestyle. Jeff Millman swam third in the 100 free and 200 backstroke while Brown placed second in the same event as well as the 50. Joe Haydu clinched the one meter dive event with a remarkable 96 points.

There were few significant and positive results for Bryant swimmers when they opposed Lowell Tech as the final tally indicates. Henry Lightbourne produced the visitors exclusive freestyle success capturing the 100 yards in 57.5 seconds and Art Burrows earned a win at his best distance and stroke, the 200 breast stroke in 2:48. The remaining points were scattered between four-second place positions and five third-finishes, among six “watermen.”

The last encounter of the season was an experience for the youthful Bryant team which took place on February 15 at S.M.U. in a dual meet at the Cougars home in North Dartmouth, Massachusetts. Sparkling achievements in a losing cause belonged to Art Burrows for his fine 2:49.5 in the 200 breast, and expert diver, Haydu trailed in the same race and directly succeeded his teammate to the last side. Joe placed third in the one-meter dive.

A great many obstacles for the promotion of advancing this year’s Bryant Swim Team was responsible because of the lack of funds. Members of the team are just now receiving personal shirts, with the subsidizing coming from their own pockets. The necessary supplies and equipment, crucial for supporting a prominent team with any acknowledgement of an admirable reputation is absent. Deficiencies at the pool itself, were large in number: an unmounted pace clock, the poor structure of the pool, possessing just two adequate lanes, curved sides, ladders mounted in interrupting positions, and the 17-yard distance for the length of the entire swim, is far short of the 25-yard standard measurement. Transportation is provided by the team members themselves; with gas and meal money of a fixed amount acquired for all meets. Obviously, there exists no home meets. Increased burdens although they may appear minute, are the facts that the diving board is literally a plank, which is too small for actual practice, and swimsuits are purchased by each person.

A failure by the Athletic Department to grant kick boards and leg-bands, simple but yet useful items, are one of the multitude of disappointments experienced by the defeated team. A select few representing the team, served as truthful and honest spokesmen while I heard out the brief history of the past one win, five loss season. They expressed an interest in having more accommodations in utilizing a video-tape machine for the purpose of analyzing their recent actions in the pool. The facilities of Bryant’s opposition are far superior and the quality of other teams are nearly the toughest in our region of colleges and universities.

A common complaint stated concerning the excess amount of chlorine mixed into the water a widely known fact around the college.

The diligent team members wish to relate their desire to have a chance to practice in a standardized pool, geographically located nearby with facilities equal or relatively comparable to other collegiate teams.

Optimism grew in the early stages of the young season but failed to continue according to a team consensus, because of a clear lack of motivation. No doubt the depressed team was forced into a condition like this due to several of the previously noted reasons.

A conclusion, next year’s team expects a great deal more cooperation from the Bryant College Athletic Department.

Coach Sussman

Swimmers of the Week for the final three meets are Joe Haydu, Art Burrows, and Craig Bogar.

Next week watch for a short article on the swim meet schedule and the following listing of all-time Bryant College Swim team records. By the way, all but two past records were wiped out by this year’s courageous swimmers.